Seating Options

DESIGNED WITH YOUR SAFETY IN MIND

ROHR’S BISTRO
Reserved for parties from the same family units only, at tables spaced 6 feet apart.

ROHR’S TAVERN
All guests may sit in the tavern, where comprehensive safety protocols are in place and tables are 6 feet apart.

No matter where you’re seated, please wear a mask when moving about the space. Thank you.
Guest & Staff Wellness Protocols

• All Rohr’s associates will be wearing masks and gloves throughout the restaurant.

• Guests are asked to wear masks when moving around public spaces. Masks may be removed when guests are seated. Our team would greatly appreciate it if masks are worn while we are at your table.

• Rohr’s is operating at 50% capacity in accordance with the reduced capacity recommendations of the CDC and local government officials.

• Reservations are encouraged in order to eliminate overcrowding at the Rohr’s entrance.

• Rohr’s bar seating is currently unavailable.

• A QR code is provided at each table to view menus. Single-use menus are also available.

• Condiments and additives will be served in individual containers and upon request only.

• All high-touch areas, tables and chairs are sanitized before and after each use. Each area will also be sanitized hourly.

• In addition to hourly sanitization, the Rohr’s kitchen is deep cleaned and sanitized at least once per day.

• We have redesigned our seating arrangements to ensure at least six feet of separation between table setups. We will not be able to combine any tables.

• A limited party size of six guests per table has been established as recommended by the CDC and approved by local and state government.

• Team members are participating in daily health screenings as well as bi-weekly surveillance testing.

• We ask that all guests remain seated at their own table and refrain from roaming to other tables.

• If you are not feeling well, we ask that you return to visit us on another day when you’re much better!